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The rapid development in recent years, China's automobile industry, the 
automobile manufacturing enterprises in the increasingly fierce competition, the 
manufacturers are trying to upgrade product quality, improve production efficiency, 
reduce production cost. With the introduction of Toyota mode of production, assembly 
plant parts sorting system of SPS (Set Parts System) pay more attention to Toyota, 
joint venture, joint venture, the joint venture joint venture general populace 
automobile manufacturers have been promoting the SPS blending mode. At present 
the domestic car manufacturers also began to use the SPS method of batching. SPS 
blending modes is per vehicle assembly share distribution part way, referred to as the 
following trolley style. SPS mode is adopted to choose parts, can greatly improve the 
production efficiency, reduce the wrong material occurrence probability, support multi 
vehicle production line. 
Using SPS blending modes, means that the material region isolation and 
production area, picking operation is completed in the material sorting area, picking 
process and production process closely, production line side almost no material, when 
the chosen material when problems arise, because no extra material production line, 
very easy to cause the stop line accident. SPS picking area requires a set of system, 
can charge guidance batching area convenient, this is according to the lamp auxiliary 
picking system. According to the lamp auxiliary picking system needs a stable, high 
efficiency, easy operation and maintenance, picking indicator light and a button needs 
a large number of input and output devices, therefore, we design a selection of 
industrial PLC as the core processor, use DeviceNet bus +AS-Interface bus control a 
large number of input and output equipment scheme, solved the SPS artificial 
ingredients error prone problems. 
At present, the DeviceNet bus +AS-Interface bus to light aided picking material 
system in assembly shop of a car factory successfully on-line based on the use of our 
design, through the use of the system, improve the speed of SPS ingredients, reducing 















maintenance, praised by users, has started in the car factory in other production base 
extension. 
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